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ABSTRACT
A large portion of real world data is either text or structured
(e.g., relational) data. Moreover, such data objects are often linked together (e.g., structured speciﬁcation of products linking with the corresponding product descriptions
and customer comments). Even for text data such as news
data, typed entities can be extracted with entity extraction tools. The EventCube project constructs TextCube and
TopicCube from interconnected structured and text data (or
from text data via entity extraction and dimension building), and performs multidimensional search and analysis
on such datasets, in an informative, powerful, and userfriendly manner. This proposed EventCube demo will show
the power of the system not only on the originally designed
ASRS (Aviation Safety Report System) data sets, but also
on news datasets collected from multiple news agencies, and
academic datasets constructed from the DBLP and web data.
The system has high potential to be extended in many powerful ways and serve as a general platform for search, OLAP
(online analytical processing) and data mining on integrated
text and structured data. After the system demo in the conference, the system will be put on the web for public access
and evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Information Systems Applications]: Database
Applications—Data Mining
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We are living in the big data age. A large portion of real
world big data is either text or structured data. Moreover,
such data objects are often linked together (e.g., structured
product information linking with their descriptions and customer evaluation). Typically, structured/relational data has
been handled by relational database systems, and such systems also provide some text indexing and search capabilities to assist text data stored in such (extended) relational
database systems. However, such kind of systems often suffer from the following limitations.
1. It can hardly support systematic search and analysis of
large collections of free text in multi-dimensional way,
although text data is ubiquitous in real-world;
2. It usually does not support data cube technologies on
text data and multidimensional text mining although it
is obvious that text mining and data cube technologies
can mutually enhance each other; and
3. There is a lack of a general platform that can support
integrated multi-dimensional analysis of structured and
text data, on top of which many powerful analysis methods and tools can be developed, experimented and reﬁned, such as viewing such data sets as interconnected
information networks and further applying information
network analysis technology.
EventCube is a project that provides such a general platform that can easily import any collection of free text and
structured data, such as news data, aviation reports or academic papers, extract entities, construct the text-rich data
cube and support powerful search and mining functions. For
structured data, multidimensional data cube can be constructed easily. For text-intensive data with minimally predeﬁned structured information (e.g., news data), natural
language and information extraction tools can be used to
extract entities of multiple types such as person, location,
organization, time, and event. This framework provides a
tremendous opportunity to conduct multi-dimensional analysis on text and structured data in powerful and ﬂexible
ways. This great potential motivates our research and development of the EventCube system for multidimensional
search and analysis of interconnected structured and text
data or on text data via dimension construction using entity extraction and dimension building tools.

form for experiments of multidimensional search and mining
of text and structured data.

2. MAJOR FUNCTIONAL MODULES
The major functional modules for data preparation, search
and mining are described in this section.

2.1 Data Preparation
2.1.1 Term network construction

Figure 1: System Architecture of EventCube
The EvenCube project has been funded by NASA, developed in the Department of Computer Science, UIUC, assisted by NASA and Boeing researchers, started in 2008,
and later it has also been partially supported by ARL (Army
Research Lab) via NSCTA (Network Science Collaborative
Technology Alliance) program, with many other researchers
joined in. With years of research and development, it has
reached to a mature stage: Many interesting functions have
been developed and integrated into the system and its power
can be demonstrated on a spectrum of diverse datasets. The
system was originally designed for analysis of ASRS (Aviation Safety Report System) data sets, nevertheless, information extraction tools have been used to extract structured
entities from the typical news datasets, collected from multiple news agencies. Therefore, the system becomes a more
general platform for search, OLAP (online analytical processing) and data mining on integrated text and structured
data.
The system provides multiple search and mining functions
with the following architecture.
System Architecture. The EventCube system is designed
with the architecture shown in Figure 1. It consists of
the following modules: (1) Data Uploading and Preparation, which pre-processes the free text corpus from user’s
uploading and converts it into a text-rich data cube with
term network and topic hierarchy extracted; (2) Indexing
and Materialization, which builds indexing and partial materialization results for keyword search, top cell ﬁnding, single
dimension distribution and hierarchical topic modeling; (3)
Query-Based Search and Mining Module, which processes
user-queries (both search and analysis queries) by parsing
the query, selecting and executing appropriate search or mining module (which searches or mines on the constructed textrich data cube to derive results); and (4) result presentation
by Visualization and Interpretation of the search/mining
processes and results.
Substantial research have been conducted for the development of the EventCube system, with multiple technologies
developed, including TextCube [2], TopicCube [5], TopCells
[1], and TEXplorer [6], among others. These technologies
have been incorporated into the system. Moreover, multiple
powerful, eﬃcient, and ﬂexible search, mining and optimization mechanisms have been incorporated into the system in
a user-friendly manner. The system has high potential to be
extended in many powerful ways and serve as a general plat-

Diﬀerent from traditional search engines which use exact keyword matching, EventCube generates a term network
based on diﬀerent datasets. This is performed as follows. On
any given dataset, the system ﬁrst extracts frequent terms
(including words and short phrases) using typical frequent
pattern mining methods. Notice that with frequent pattern
mining, the term extraction process can extract phrases with
gaps, aggregate those with diﬀerent orders, and are more efﬁcient and powerful than typical n-gram method based term
extraction. Moreover, it automatically maps the abbreviations to the original terms, using expert- or user-provided
dictionaries and/or term-mapping datasets. After that, the
system captures both the equivalent relationship and correlation relationship at the term level and builds up a term
network [4].

2.1.2 Entity Extraction using NLP and hierarchical
topic ontology finding
From the free text or the text segments of the textual attributes in the integrated structured and text database, NLP
tools are used to extract essential entities such as time, location, person, organization and events. Moreover, concept
hierarchies (i.e., higher-level entities) are associated with extracted entities (e.g., Chicago is associated with state: Illinois and country: USA) based on user- or expert-provided
dictionary or using an entity clustering and concept hierarchy discovery process recently developed in our research [4].
Such a process ensures that the values of the multiple dimensions and the data associated with these dimension values
can be automatically or semi-automatically (e.g., with the
assistance of user-provided information) extracted, linked,
or constructed from free text.

2.2 Search for Text-Rich Data Cube
2.2.1 Contextual Search
Compared to traditional search engine, i.e., bag of words
model, the search engine in EventCube supports a more intelligent contextual search function. Unlike general search
such as Google Search, each search query in our system will
only focus on a particular dataset with some particular domain knowledge. Therefore, the system builds a term network which includes the frequent mentioned entities, events
and phrases in the corpus. Based on the term-net, we (1)
recommend related terms to user’s input terms to help improving their queries, (2) support AND, OR, NOT three
boolean operators to compose advanced query, and (3) include the equivalent terms, e.g., abbreviations, as a part of
query by default.
Besides query for short terms, EventCube also supports
bulky text search. Inputting a long text, the system will
extract frequent terms from the text, locate them in the term
network, improve the query by adding equivalent terms and

Figure 2: Top Cell List for keyword ’Haiti Earthquake’ on dimensions of ‘Year’, ‘Event’, ‘Org’ in the
News data
highly related terms. Based on this principle, the ‘Similar
Docs Search’ function in EventCube can have the ability
to ﬁnd semantically similar docs, even when they contain
totally diﬀerent words distribution.

Figure 3: Single Dimension Distribution for keyword ‘Snow’ on the Aviation Safety Reporting Data

2.2.2 Top-Cell Finding
A cell in the text cube aggregates a set of documents with
matching dimension values on a subset of dimensions. Given
a keyword query, our goal is to ﬁnd the top-k most relevant
cells in the text cube. A relevance scoring model and eﬃcient
ranking algorithm has been proposed in [1]. It optimizes
the search order and prunes the search space by estimating
the upper bounds of relevance scores in the corresponding
subspaces, so as to explore as few cells as possible for ﬁnding
top-k answers. An example on the News dataset to generate
top-k cells is shown in Figure 2.

2.2.3 Single Dimension Distributions based on Keywords
For each search query, it is desirable to provide many insights for analyzers if the data distribution can be provided
on each dimension. In EventCube, we aggregate the relevant documents on every dimension to show the heatmap
of the keywords for geographic dimension, time series of the
keywords for time dimension and the ranked list for other dimensions. An example on aviation safety data can be found
in Figure 3.
To achieve both eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness, we propose
a framework that combines oﬄine and online computation
together to generate real-time single dimension distribution
results for every query.
In the oﬄine part, we ﬁrst map equivalent terms into one,
then build both keyword-doc inverted index and cell-doc inverted index, ﬁnally merge them to calculate single term
distribution for each pair of terms and dimensions. In the
online part, we match each term in user’s query into its
equivalent term. Based on the assumption of independency
of terms, we use De Morgan’s laws to estimate the combined
term-dimension distribution.

2.3 Analysis for Text-Rich Data Cube
2.3.1 Hierarchical TopicCube Generation
Probabilistic topic models are among the most eﬀective
approaches to latent topic analysis and mining on text data.
On the other hand, online analytical processing (OLAP)
techniques are useful for analyzing and mining structured
data, such as data cubes. By combining OLAP and topic

Figure 4: Topic Distribution Comparison for Cells
“NY”, “DC”, and “CA”
modeling together, we treat hierarchical topic distribution
as one of the aggregation functions. With the support of
comparison of topic distribution for diﬀerent cells, our system can provide deeper insights for decision makers. This
is realized eﬃciently by our TopicCube model [5] that constructs a hierarchical topic tree on data cube to deﬁne a
topic dimension for exploring text information. An example
on news data is shown in Figure 4.
To improve the TopicCube model, EventCube also generates n-grams to describe the topic. The underneath method
is proposed in [3].

3. ABOUT THE DEMO
The EventCube system provides an easy-to-use web interface and easy-to-understand, elegant data visualization.
Figure 5 and 6 is a preliminary screen shot of an example
search result.
In this demo, we build a complete automatic workﬂow to
analyze a collection of text data. A user can easily browse
diﬀerent datasets to be analyzed in a dataset portfolio page.
Also, she can upload their particular text corpus in an easyto-use way. The system then creates an independent thread
to extract entities/dimensions, construct the term-net, ﬁnd
the topic hierarchy, build indexes and compute partial materialization results as a background process. When the preprocessing is done, the system will inform the user and make
the dataset accessible. A user is then permitted to conduct
search and analysis tasks.
This demonstration will show three sample datasets: (1)

Figure 5: Snapshots for Search Result Page with
Keyword ‘thunderstorm’
NASA’s Aviation Safety Reporting System data, which contains 60,000 US. aviation reports from pilots or maintenance
workers. For each report, it has 11 dimensions including
Year, Airport, State, etc.; (2) News Data, which contains
500,000 US domestic news articles from 2007 to 2011. For
each news article, it has 6 dimensions including Time, Location, Agency, Event, People and Organization; and (3)
Academic Data, which contains 100,000 computer science
publications from 1975 to 2012. However, since the components and functionalities of EventCube are not conﬁned to
these demonstrated datasets, it will be convenient for other
researchers to try their own datasets with the system and extend the capability of EventCube. Since diﬀerent text data
may refer to diﬀerent domains, which may require diﬀerent
OLAP and data mining functionalities as well diﬀerent entity extraction and topic ontology ﬁnding functions, much
research is needed to extend such an EventCube system to
become a general, powerful and intelligent text-based search
and mining platform.
A strong motivation for this study is to show the power
of analyzing massive free text data by combining data mining, data cube and natural language processing technologies.
Mining such data will generate useful knowledge and provide
deep insights for decision makers. We hope this demo may
serve this purpose and promote the development of more
powerful mining methods to tackle such big text data.
For interested readers who would like to play with the system, please check www.eventcube.org, with kdd2013/kdd2013
as username/password to login. Please note the system is
still under active evolution with new functions incrementally
added in and/or revised. Thus the description outlined here
may not be exactly matching the functionality of the system
(which will be richer), depending on the time when you try
it online.
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